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Abstract
Diagrams constitute a large proportion of the biomedical
literature. By designing systems that understand and interact
with diagrams at a very deep level we can change the way that
researchers interact with the literature by allowing them to
connect text and diagrams, and to search for diagrams with
similar content. In this thesis I describe the outline of such a
system, including the creation of a corpus, diagram parsing, and
analysis. I will discuss the history of such projects, challenges
in diagram analysis, and plans for the future for this system.
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Abstract
Diagrams constitute a large proportion of the biomedical literature. By
designing systems that understand and interact with diagrams at a very
deep level we can change the way that researchers interact with the
literature by allowing them to connect text and diagrams, and to search for
diagrams with similar content. In this thesis I describe the outline of such
a system, including the creation of a corpus, diagram parsing, and
analysis. I will discuss the history of such projects, challenges in diagram
analysis, and plans for the future for this system.

Introduction
Diagrams are a tremendously powerful way to simplify and visualize complex concepts and
data, yet very few algorithms exist for analyzing and describing them. Those systems which do exist
are more often focused on describing sketches than on analyzing diagrams in the existing literature. Dr
Bob Futrelle, the faculty advisor for this project, has a rich research background in describing diagrams
and designing algorithms capable of analyzing them efficiently. The most significant previous such
project was completed in 1997 as the PhD thesis for Dr Nikos Nikolakis. This system, also known as
the Diagram Understanding System, was built in Macintosh Lisp and as a result very difficult to
transfer to more recent development platforms.
The current system was embarked upon as a complete redesign of the 1997 system, written in
Java, a newer and more portable programming language, and architected with extensibility in mind. In
addition to parsing and analyzing diagrams represented as groups of graphic primitives, the system
would also be required to extract such diagrams from a source such as PDF, search a corpus of such
diagrams, and allow users to interact with and annotate the resulting parses. It would include both
runtime and user-interface components, with an eventual goal of releasing such a system as an opensource application for other researchers to use and extend.

Parsing Diagrams
Images can be represented in a computer in either vector or raster format. Raster images are

represented as a two-dimensional grid of pixels. Parsing such images is extremely difficult because
each individual pixel must be examined, and higher-level structures like lines and curves must be
derived from them, and so we do not address them here. Vector images, which DUS addresses, are
already represented as collections of "graphic primitives": lines, curves, paths and text.
The goal of a diagram parse is similar to that of a language parse. On their own, individual
words and letters don't mean anything to a computer, but given the right algorithm they can be
described as higher-level structures: prepositions, sentences, paragraphs and concepts.Even at such a
level, the parallels to text documents are clear: lines and circles mean very little individually, but can
have very rich semantic meaning within a parse tree capable of deriving structures given some
knowledge about the primitives. For example, two very long perpendicular lines that meet at a corner
may very well constitute the axes of a bar graph. A parse tree that accurately describes a class of
diagram can be used to find such structures, with the goal of linking text structures to diagram
structures: click on some piece of text describing a protein structure, and see the relevant structure
illuminated in the diagram.
To facilitate this process, we use several tools. The first is a diagram grammar, used to describe
the structure of a diagram given some knowledge about the primitives in that diagram and certain
predicates for describing relationships between them. For example, the rule for a the above axis rule
might read, in plain English:
Find two long lines, one of which is horizontal and the other of which is
vertical, which meet at a corner. Each line should have a series of tick
marks running along its side. If the lines are labeled, label the derived axis
object accordingly.
In order to successfully execute such a parse, we must satisfy several prerequisites. At a very
simple level we must have "horizontal", "vertical", and "touch at a corner" predicates which accurately
locate objects or pairs of objects that satisfy those constraints. We must be able to locate primitives that
touch, or are at least near to, these lines. And we must be able to label and categorize the resulting
high-level axis constructs we have just derived from the parse.
In order to make the task of satisfying these constraints much easier, we employ the second tool,
a spatial index, which is in essence a two-dimensional grid of a particular resolution that is overlaid on
the diagram. Each primitive in the diagram will reside in at least one cell of that grid, and some in
several cells. By tracing each object and discovering the cells in which it resides, we can derive a
coarse representation of that object that allows for very easy comparison to other objects. Without an

index, discovering whether two objects are near each other requires discovering at which two points the
given objects are closest to each other and then deciding whether this distance is "near" or not. In a
spatial index, two objects are near if they reside in the same cell, or in neighboring cells. Because there
is a known set of cells in which each object resides, finding whether or not they are near merely
requires intersecting the two sets of cells and discovering whether the resulting set contains any cells.
Finally, the DUS will eventually employ graphemes, which are objects represented by small
parse trees that have more semantic meaning than primitives but less than fully-parsed objects, but see
many patterns of reuse between diagrams. Some examples of graphemes are given below in Fig. 1.
The purpose of graphemes is to allow statistical analysis and machine learning based on repeated
patterns of certain structures. This is the thesis topic of Mingyan Shao, a PhD student at the Biological
Knowledge Laboratory.

Fig. 1 Examples of graphemes

Architecture of the System
The current Diagram Understanding System can be divided into a user interface and a runtime
component. The user interface is still immature but will eventually allow us to analyze the success of a
parse and to examine a diagram alongside its associated paper. The runtime component is divided into
extraction, indexing, and analysis sublibraries. The extraction library is responsible for extracting a
diagram from some source, currently PDFs retrieved form the open-access journal BioMed Central,
and importing it into our Java libraries, converting the underlying attributes as necessary. The indexing
library overlays multiple two-dimensional spatial indexes on the existing primitives. This is done for
performance reasons. Finally, the analysis component includes the code that is actually capable of
deriving higher-level structures from the diagram, given some knowledge about the graphic primitives
and a grammar for describing those structures.
Extracting the relevant diagrams from the source is fairly straightforward, and shares some code
with Mingyan Shao's similar system. Because of the way PDF documents are structured, text content

can be easily separated from image content, and so it is fairly straightforward to reduce a typical
publication down to only its diagrams. Further manual analysis is required so separate relevant vector
diagrams from raster and junk content. A typical PDF is reduced in such a fashion until we have a list
of PDF pages that contain only relevant diagram content.
Each of those pages is then run through a simple parser that examines each PDF directive,
which take the form of drawing commands in a simple stack-based language, and converts them into
Java objects representing lines, curves, paths and so forth. The resulting Java objects are customdesigned (not derived from an existing graphics library) to ease the job of indexing, parsing, and
categorizing those primitives. They do, however, share the same attributes as the original structures,
such as thickness and color. Once the process is complete the diagram is represented in memory as a
collection of Java objects which can be manipulated or stored to disk as necessary.
The next step is to index the diagrams into one or multiple spatial indexes, discussed above. The
DUS employs a spatial index pyramid consisting of indexes of varying resolutions, constructed
recursively in terms of smaller indexes. Coarser indexes—those of lower resolution (higher cell size)—
make some predicates easier to optimize. For example, to discover every object which resides to the
left of some object, you would start at a very coarse resolution, then work down into finer resolutions
as the grid is traversed towards the object in question.
The actual indexing mechanism is fairly straightforward. A simple algorithm traverses an
object at some delta of its length, say, 10%. Each point in this traversal path is compared to the cells in
the spatial index, and the cell into which the point falls is added to the primitive's associated set of the
cells in which it is known to reside. Those cells, plus all of the cells that touch them, is known as the
“cell neighborhood” of that primitive. Fig. 2 contains an illustration of a cell neighborhood. Cells in
which the highlighted primitives reside are outlined in dark gray. The cells that touch those cells are in
light gray.

Fig. 2 A spatial index of a diagram, with the cell neighborhood of a group of primitives highlighted.

Once a spatial index has been constructed it becomes very easy to write the predicates that are
necessary for analysis and parsing. As described above, it can be determined whether or not two
primitives are near by discovering if any cells are left at the intersection of the cell neighborhoods of
the two primitives. Because we have reduced the search space to two sets rather than the entire universe
of pixels and points associated with them such a query runs extremely quickly, although it occupied a
significant amount of memory to store the cell neighborhoods. The resulting algorithm is, however,
extremely elegant, straightforward, and easy to understand. It can likewise be extended: the cell
neighborhood is logically equivalent to asking for the set of every primitive near a given primitive, and
so may be returned in a single step; finding all common tuples of near primitives in two sets is slightly
slower but likewise straightforward.
Many other predicates exist, some of which benefit from the existence of an index and some of
which do not. A parse may need to ask whether or not two lines touch, whether a line is straight or of a
given color or thickness, the degree of a curve, the angle of two intersecting lines, whether a primitive
resides inside a closed path (such as a rectangle), and so forth.
DUS's implementation of the analysis portion of the system is currently incomplete. Some
predicates exist but not every predicate which is necessary for a complete parse has as of this time been
written. Likewise, we have not yet devised a formal grammar for describing parse trees of diagrams,
although we can write simple parse trees using Java code.

Goals and Future Work
One of the most important unmet goals for the future of the DUS is packaging the system in a
form that allows others to reuse and extend it. Such systems are far more useful if they are free and
open for other researchers to examine and tinker with, and one of the primary motivations for the
decision to re-architect the system in Java was the knowledge that it is something of a lingua franca
within Computer Science at present, and can be understood by virtually any CS researcher. Another
motivation is that Java is a mature, stable platform, and libraries compiled in it can run virtually
anywhere. Macintosh Lisp became completely obsolete when Mac OS was released, rendering much of
the previous DUS work unmaintainable, but Java is certainly not going anywhere anytime soon.
However, the system is at present not yet mature enough to release into the wild; it does not
accomplish enough to merit the interest of a researcher looking to become involved in similar work.
Further effort must be made to complete the system with all relevant predicates, develop a parse
grammar, and build a robust and attractive UI before we can expect others to derive much use from it.

Another primary goal for DUS is the integration of a large corpus of diagrams from the
biomedical literature from BioMed Central's existing repository of open-access scholarly research
papers. A corpus of diagrams and associated papers would provide a large number of opportunities to
broaden the research and improve the robustness of the diagram parses. We are currently working on a
strategy to index the BioMed Central website and download some portions of the latest research, then
automate the extraction and indexing of the diagrams within those papers.
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Where to find DUS
The Biological Knowledge Laboratory maintains a private SVN repository of the DUS sources
online. Please contact Bob Futrelle for more information and access to the repository. DUS was
presented at Upilson Pi Epsilon's Research Activity Leaders' Presentation Hour and the associated
slides may be found at http://www.ccs.neu.edu/groups/upe/ralph.html. Information on DUSI, a previous
related project, may be found online at http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/bguthrie/dusi/.

